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Editorial

W

elcome to the 2017-2018 edition
of the Upper Eden History
Society’s Record.

Thanks also to organisers of the summer
outings who were persuaded to write
about them.

Once again, the year was well filled
with interesting meetings, but there was
no Local History Day, so this year’s
Record is thinner than last year’s. The
account of last year’s September visit
appears in this issue, and this year’s will
similarly be held over for our next issue

The list of committee members shows
those currently in post. At the start of
the year Raynor Shaw had filled one of
the vacancies left by the two departing
committee members, mentioned in the
last Record. Then, early in the new year,
Joan Lennox, and later, Kathy Lucas
were co-opted to fill two of the
remaining vacancies. That leaves one
still available. If you would like to
volunteer for this one, please talk to the
chairman.

For yet another year, my thanks go to
our recorder, Tricia Jagger, who still
achieves the impossible by making
notes in the dark, which she is able
subsequently to reinterpret in the light.
And then she gains approval from the
lecturer before sending copy off to our
local newspaper. Whether they print it
depends on available space, and
sometimes to Tricia’s horror, they cut
bits out and spoil its sense! Don’t take
everything you see in the paper as being
correct – but you already knew that.

The majority of the illustrations were
either supplied by the speakers, or
specially photographed by members.
Our thanks to all.
Dave Williams
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More about our Logo
Editor

T

his was an item found in files recently passed to the current chairman by a
former chairman (of more than ten years ago). It was from the British
Museum, sent as fate would have it, 20 years ago!
"September 1997 – the bronze dolphin mount that features as the motif on your
society's notepaper is indeed in our collections, reg number PRB 1874, 3-28, 74. It
is part of a group of 120 objects, mainly small Roman bronzes, that was purchased
in 1874 from Bryce M Wright, a dealer with premises in Great Russell Street,
London "found in the neighbourhood of Brough, Westmorland and some of them
evidently from Kirkby Thore". The dolphin mount is an armour fitting, one of a
pair used to secure shoulder straps to the breast of an iron mail shirt, the dolphin
shape being well-adapted to the double hook form. A photocopy of a page of
drawings, including the dolphin, accompanies this letter."
I find it interesting that in spite of the doubts of membership of a few years ago,
the BM regarded the item as a dolphin, a view of which I have long argued in
favour.
Dave Williams
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2017 Summer Visits Programme (continued)
Tuesday 14th September

Shandy Hall, Coxwold, Yorkshire
Keith Jagger

S

Our party was met by Patrick Gray,
the curator of this fine building.
Patrick explained that the house had
always been a place of pilgrimage
because the book was extremely
popular and had never been out of
print. Sterne wrote because he was
ambitious: he said “I write not to be
fed but to be famous”. The means
that brought him fame was working
on that new art called “The Novel”.
The rules of writing a novel were
that you told a story with a
beginning, a middle and an end.
Sterne asked, “Is a man to follow
rules or are rules to follow him?
Writing when well managed as I
think mine is, is like a conversation
between the reader and the writer.
Hence the importance of the first
sentence”.

handy Hall was built around
1430. Laurence Sterne came to
live here in 1760. He was born in
County Tipperary in 1713; his
father being in the British Army,
Laurence’s early life was spent
moving from place to place.
Educated at Hipperholm Grammar
School near Halifax and later Jesus
College Cambridge, Laurence was
ordained as a deacon in 1737.
On his arrival at Shandy Hall
Laurence had already published the
first two volumes of his ninevolume novel “The Life and
Opinions of Tristram Shandy,
Gentleman”. It was his friends who
called the building “Shandy Hall”
following the success of these first
two volumes.
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will let you. It is all one to me”.
Then he gives you a blank page. In
volume four page 146 is followed
by page 156. Here says Sterne “I
wrote a chapter that was so good
that it made the rest of the book
look poor so I left it out”.

Sterne’s first two volumes were
very popular in Yorkshire but he
wanted them to be popular in
London. Sterne knew an actress
who was friends with David
Garrick, to whom she dictated a
letter praising the volumes and
urged him to read them. Garrick
was so impressed that he offered
Sterne lodgings in London and the
use of a box at the theatre. Within
two weeks of Sterne arriving in
London, his book was selling so
well that he had his portrait painted
for free by Joshua Reynolds. The
picture shows a man of the cloth but
his wig is not straight, indicating
that he is unconventional. His
elbow is next to a quill and a pot of
ink to show that he is a writer.

At the end of volume nine Sterne
says “Lord says my mother what is
this story about? A cock and a bull
says Yorick” who you may
remember died in volume one.
Then he says, “End of volume nine.
If you want the end of the novel
you have to look in volume four”:
thus the story ends in the middle.
The novel with its rules had now
been deconstructed just a few years
after it was created. Sterne told his
publishers that he would like a
frontage page by Hogarth but he
would not insult the man by
offering him any money for his
work. So now the book had been
endorsed by two of the finest artists
of the time.

The first volume does not begin
with the words “I was born…” but
“I wish either my mother or my
father had minded what they were
about”. There is a character in
Tristan Shandy called Parson
Yorick named after the jester.
Yorick, a major character, drops
dead on page 73 of volume one.
After his death there is a black page
thus confirming the significance of
the event. Later Sterne wants to
introduce you to the most beautiful
woman that ever lived, widow
Wadman. “Never did thy eyes
behold. Paint her to your own mind,
as like your mistress as you can and
as like your wife as your conscience

This information was related to us
by an exceptionally vivacious,
animated guide. Patrick’s energetic
enthusiasm and obvious joy in
meeting his public added to this
memorable day’s pilgrimage to
Shandy Hall.
Tricia Jagger
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Winter Programme
16th October 2017

“Flour Power”: Acorn Bank Mill
Bob Price & Richard Harland

T

opposite the mill with some
extensions. Later, the 1916 edition
of this Survey reveals that one end
of the mill building had become a
saw mill, one of different sections:
a kiln and store which had space for
three separate waterwheels. Bob
explained that the kiln was used for
drying oats prior to milling. French
burr stones being the hardest
available were used; made up of
some 17-24 pieces, these were
assembled then transported from
Liverpool. In 1950, The National
Trust acquired Acorn Bank estate.
Thirty years later, the mill had
become dilapidated. Internally, it
was in “a state of collapse” with its

he challenges involved in the
restoration of an old derelict
mill were met by volunteer
engineers Ray Gill, Richard
Harland and Bob Price. Two of this
accomplished and enthusiastic trio
related stages in their grand
undertaking to members of the
Upper Eden History Society; aided
by excellent slides, they illustrated
each problem, solution and
inspiration they had on their way.
Their project, Acorn Bank Mill, is
set in lush countryside, features as
we know it on an estate map of
1824 then the 1861 Ordinance
Survey map indicates a barn
8

two remaining wheels broken. Once
a common feature, such mills were
dismantled and only just restored in
the 1970s.

Richard Harland indicated the
position of the millstones on the
working calculations so we could
appreciate the task of getting the
gears to mesh with each other to
facilitate movement. Millstones
weighing about one ton each
required careful hoisting. Each
stage, as parts were reassembled
and realigned, was clarified on
slides. Then controlling the water,
as explained by Bob, meant
diverting the natural river towards
the mill by using a weir. A new
sluice gate constructed with a new
handle allowed the head race to
bring the water to the mill. By the
time this happens it is 14 feet above
the river level. At the end of the
head race they fitted a gate valve
which can be set to divert water into
the “launder” then this takes water
to drive the mill wheels.

Taking his audience through the
clear slides depicting the processes
of this restoration, Bob began by
first describing what needed to be
demolished. The whole of the back
wall of the mill came down so that
engineers could install a new axle
for “wheel number one”. The
waterwheel rebuilt, Acorn Bank
Mill was open for public viewing
on National Mills Weekend, May
1995. Having succeeded in
operating this wheel turned by
water power, no further work was
carried out.
By 2007 however, the mechanics
here started to fail. This was when
Ray, Richard and Bob took over.
They decided to restore the mill to
full working order. First, a new
main shaft, replacing the 1995 axle,
had to be fitted. Bob explained the
remaining challenges at this stage
since the mill had been restored by
builders some 17 years ago and that
parts did not mesh or were badly
worn. The mill is listed and so
therefore is its machinery: this
prohibits alterations. Finally, there
was “little money”. Time for work
on site was limited to periods when
visitors to the mill were not present.

Next, to control the flow of grain
and flour, they built a “tun”, this
being the box that encloses the
stone and which catches the flour as
it is being milled. Cumbrian tuns
are all octagonal so this was the
pattern adopted. Then the “horse”, a
topless table stood on top to support
other equipment. A new wooden
“hopper” was built. Once the flour
has been milled, it has to be caught
in the flour chute: this was also
designed and constructed. The
process of milling then began in
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September 2011. The wheat used
came from Little Salkeld’s mill. A
year later and having entered into
The Marsh Heritage National Trust
Volunteering Award, they were
awarded a plaque. Smart bags of
Acorn Bank flour were produced.

almost complete. During 2015,
some of the mill’s funds were spent
on rebuilding the kiln and
constructing a mechanical flour
sieve, its motor coming from an old
boiler and a modified washing
machine gearbox.

Winter 2011-12 brought the need to
rebuild the leaking launder, this
needing strengthening with oak and
larch. More water power was
required to keep the wheel turning.
Now running on a regular basis, the
mill needed even more
maintenance. Winters of 2013-14
were spent rebuilding the
waterwheel to stop it leaking. Half a
ton of “soggy wood” was removed ;
new buckets and lining boards were
assembled. They continue
improvements, restoring the mill
barn, the pigsties and cobbling the
mill yard: the latter being now

The ingenuity of these volunteers
captivated their responsive
audience. As they described each
stage of their very well illustrated
projects, questions arose and all
were fully answered by these
amusing and enthusiastic
raconteurs. They concluded by
asking for future volunteers –
particularly millers – to help
operate the mill more
Tricia Jagger
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20th November 2017

Life in China during the Cultural Revolution
Susan Li

T

he speaker, Susan Li, explained
to members of the Upper Eden
History Society that she was born in
1957 in Guilin, Guangxi Province,
southwestern China, at a time of
major political upheaval. The
Communists had seized power in
1949, and the Korean War had ended
in 1953. Because so many young men
had been killed, Mao Zedong called
for families to have more children.
Consequently, families of 6, 7, or 8
children became common. This led to
food shortages.

Japanese bombing, so he was raised
by his grandmother who was wellknown for her Chinese herbal skills
and cooking abilities. As a young
man he travelled to Hong Kong,
working as a fruit seller. Ultimately,
his skills in accounting, managing
staff, and cookery led him to
employment with the largest salt
merchant in the province.
Her father told her she must exercise
to become strong and urged her to be
like the bird who flies high in the sky,
rather than the frog living at the
bottom of the well. He also told her
“if you walk 10,000 miles you will
learn more than reading 10,000
books”, and if you suffer early in life

Susan paid tribute to the strong
influence of her father, who was born
in nearby Guangdong Province. His
parents had been killed during
11

points. Points were used to buy rice
and vegetables. Firewood for
cooking-fires was obtained from the
nearby mountain.

you will have an easier time later.
With this advice in mind, Susan tried
to work harder than her fellows to
achieve higher scores and improve
her chances in life, joining school
sports programmes and excelling at
running and basketball.

Susan’s second year was spent
building a reservoir, one of Mao’s
plans to develop China. Workers
were expected to carry 500 kg of
pebbles a day from the valley up to
the dam site, in temperatures of 39 –
40 degrees. This was easier for the
peasants, who were used to manual
labour, but Susan could only carry 20
kg on her shoulders at first. By the
end of the year she was able to carry
50 kg.

Middle-school children at the time
were awarded a Mao badge for
passing tests, so every child strove to
gain a Mao badge and learned to
chant from Mao’s ‘Little Red Book’.
Then, in 1966, Mao launched the
Cultural Revolution, which lasted for
ten years. Mao dismantled the
education system. University entrants
were selected from the peasant
workers and, from 1968, intellectuals
were sent to the countryside to learn
from the peasants.

There was no housing at this isolated
site, so they had to build their own
straw huts, which leaked, resulting in
wet beds. It was a full-day’s walk
back to the village to collect rice.
With a work-team of 1,000 there
were long queues at the communal
rice steamers. Rice was flavoured
with cooked chillies served from
communal pots. Susan did not visit
home during this period, wishing to
conceal how hard life was. Returning
home at the end of the year, she was
much heavier because of her
developed muscles and rice diet.
Weighing 60 kg (she now weighs 46
kg) her mother did not recognize her.

Every village was required to provide
a production team, so Susan left for
the countryside in 1974 and spent the
final 2 years of the Cultural
Revolution in a remote village. Her
group, of 5 girls and 5 boys, made up
a work-team of 22 labourers. The
village had neither running water nor
electricity, so they learned to draw
water from a well, using a stone to
sink the bucket, and to carry two
buckets on a pole. No houses were
available for the workers, so they had
to sleep in an adobe storage shed on
rough beds. There were no toilet or
washing facilities in the village, so
they bathed in the river. Workers
were paid in points, rather than
money, with girls earning a
maximum of 8 points and boys 10

While some well-off intellectual
families could offer gifts to bribe the
peasant supervisors, her father had no
money so Susan learned to make
clothes by hand, designing and
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Upon graduation, the government
assigned her to work in Guilin as a
local city guide, just as tourism was
beginning to develop in China. From
among her university classmates, half
now live overseas because it is easy
to migrate with English language
skills.

sewing tops to please her supervisors.
Acting upon her father’s advice that
she had to work especially hard and
try to get to university, her efforts
were commended by the peasant
supervisors and she was given the
chance to work in the city. Originally
sent to be a factory worker, her
athleticism saw her assigned to the
factory basketball team. She also
played for the City handball team.

In summing-up, Susan reviewed the
progress to modern China. Fifty years
ago, 80% of the Chinese population
were peasants. Education was not
considered important by peasants
because they all expected to remain
in their village and work in the fields.
Mao urged the people to turn old
things into the new, to reject all the
old things, even religion. Capitalists
were criticised daily, and the
landlords were supressed. Today,
many young parents have moved to
the city to work and left their children
in the care of grandparents. Mobile
phones are used to pay for almost
everything, to buy and sell pigs and
chickens, and to pay for restaurant
meals.

During this time, Mao died and Deng
Xiaoping came to power. Deng
declared that students were poorly
educated because they had spent their
time criticising rather than learning,
so he instituted university entrance
tests. Fortunately, Susan met a
Malaysian lady who, recognising her
eagerness to learn, gave her private
English tutoring. Because the mentor
owned a gramophone, Susan was, for
the first time, able to hear how
English words were pronounced. As a
result, she was able to participate in
the first year of University entrance
examinations, revising under a
mosquito net. The first examinations
saw 5.27 million people sitting the
tests, with only 270,000 passing.
Susan passed and in 1977, at the age
of 20, entered Guangxi University to
study English. The ages of her
classmates varied considerably, with
pupils entering directly from
secondary school, others in their 20s
or 30s, and some who were already
parents with several children.

Many believe that if China had not
experienced this particular history the
country would not be as strong as it is
now. However, most people want to
forget those times and simply enjoy a
happy life.
Raynor Shaw
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11thDecember 2017

The Vikings in Cumbria
Sheena Gemmell

E

nlightening her audience of
Upper Eden History Society
members, Sheena Gemmell began
by explaining how metal
detectorists have brought the
Vikings to the fore in recent years.
The “Portable Antiquities Scheme”
has encouraged people who make
finds to hand them over to experts
who in turn reward the finders,
therefore more ancient artefacts
remain in public ownership: this
helps to throw more light on our
historical past.

are very few written records
surviving about this period, so we
are often “in the dark” when we
look for information about these
times and we have to make
assumptions. Although there are
firm dates for some events these are
few and far between; the study of
archaeology and place names are
the only things we can use to gather
information.
Cumbrians, the name of the ancient
Britons Romans found here when
they arrived, were the people they
left behind when they departed.
Angles came from the East and

The Vikings lived in the Dark Ages
which are so named because there
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both Dublin and York became
major trading centres at this time.

were later followed by the Vikings.
Britons and Picts; Scots also settled
in this “hotchpotch”. Towards the
end of the 8th century, Cumbria had
become part of Northumbria which
had rapidly developed into a
Christian community with its
culture of learning and of erecting
major monasteries. These were
mainly located on the coast and
were undefended. The treasures
contained in these buildings
encouraged the Vikings to invade.
Scandinavian, pagan, land hungry,
excellent seamen and very
enterprising, these were not so
much labelled due to ethnicity but
relating from the verb meaning ”to
raid”. Monastic gold crosses and
ornate book covers accordingly
were much valued by these raiders.

Sheena went on to describe some
evidence of relics dating from
Viking conquest. Found at Ormside
Church near Appleby in the late
1800’s was a large 9th century
shield boss and nearby, a sword
dating from the mid-8th century.
Sometime before this event a
beautiful bowl made of gold had
been discovered which was not
Scandinavian but presumed to be
loot. From the same period a large
collection was found in Hesket
which contained an axe, a scythe, a
comb and a horse’s bit. Sheena
illustrated these and other Cumbrian
finds. Evidence of settlements are in
place names in the area. Thwaite,
kirk, beck, wath, force, tarn and
fell: these were a selection of those
discussed. Settlement names cluster
along the Eden Valley all the way
up to Carlisle.

The first raid on Lindisfarne in 793
was followed by Jarrow in 794 and
Iona in 795. By the year 841 the
Norse had travelled via the Scottish
western isles into Ireland and
founded Dublin. In 866 the Danes
conquered York. These people later
established a kingdom and trading
empire: they had come to stay. In
902 the Irish drove the Norse out of
Dublin and many of these found
refuge by settling on the Cumbrian
coast. Scandinavian political
influence dominated in Cumbria
and Northumbria until the mid tenth century. There is evidence that

Topographical names in Cumbria
are overwhelmingly Scandinavian
although evidence of actual
buildings is rare. This is because
other houses have been built on the
same sites, obliterating the
evidence. Many cash hoards have
been discovered in Cumbria
containing coins from other parts of
Europe and North Africa. Sheena
showed photographs of a selection
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of Viking artefacts which have been
discovered from around the county.
Graves discovered at Cumwhitton
contain no human remains because
the acid soil has destroyed them
over the years; they did however
contain tools and weapons in the
male graves with jewellery and
domestic items in the female
graves. Brooches like the one from
Flusco, 18” long, indicate an Irish
influence. Domesticity, adaptation
and integration are clearly revealed
in all such remains.

crucifixion scene which is the only
carving contained within a border.
Kirkby Stephen Church contains a
variety of fragments from such
carvings including biting animals
which are thought to hark back to
Pagan myths. Norse mythology is
also featured Sheena ended her talk
showing the Loki stone, the carving
of which is also contained within a
border and is still not fully
understood.
Methodically structuring knowledge
of Scandinavian influence and
using excellent illustrations,
Sheena’s approach prompted some
interesting questions which she was
pleased to answer. To conclude, we
have overwhelming evidence of
large scale settlements with a mixed
population: it is an image of
farmers, horsemen and traders
living within a largely peaceful and
prosperous place.

The settled Vikings converted to
Christianity. This can clearly be
seen in the numerous stone carvings
they left behind. Sheena provided
us with selected images of these
from grave stones to crosses
including hog back stones. Runic
script is found in Beckermet and an
accompaniment to some of Carlisle
Cathedral’s burial goods
(adornments from wealthy people
meeting their maker) states “Dolfin
wrote these runes on this stone”.
The Gosforth Cross depicts a

Tricia Jagger
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15th January 2018

Hill farming during the Second World War
Hilary Wilson

T

Hilary directed her presentation
using photographs of high calibre
which were taken by Jim Cookson
who was born in Kendal in 1883.
He became a talented artist and in
1897 was awarded a medal given
by the Department of Science and
Art. It is thought that Jim took up
photography so that he could later
paint the pictures he had taken.
Travelling from Kendal by bus to a
few farms in the Howgill Fells, he
regularly spent all day on the farms
recording their work thus providing

he Upper Eden History
Society’s first meeting of the
new year was a special event:
members gathered to celebrate its
30th birthday. The Chair, Anne
Taylor, began the evening by
explaining how the society began,
outlining the enthusiasm of the
founder members and describing
some of the topics that have been
covered over the years. She then
introduced Hilary Wilson who
presented her talk “Hill Farming
during the Second Word War”.
17

us with his unique collection. After
his death in January 1947, it is
believed that his negatives were
passed to another Kendal
photographer, Kenneth Shepherd,
who in turn bequeathed them to the
National Trust.

hand so that it could dry; it was
then loaded onto a cart to be stored
in the barn.
One photograph features a large
wooden sledge which was pulled by
a horse. This was used on the
steeper slopes where a trailer could
not get access. The farmers scythed
and collected bracken from these
high fells for use as bedding for the
animals. Another image showed the
sledge loaded with tree branches
which were to be used for fuel.
Following muck-spreading where
the piles formed had to be set in
certain measurable distances, oat
seeds were ready for
“broadcasting”. Other crops sown,
like turnips and sugar beet had to be
thinned out as they developed; this,
as with clearing weeds and later on,
cutting turnip tops, necessitated
workers to operate on hands and
knees. Photographs clearly record
the resilience of those engaged in
truly “back-breaking” chores.

Most of the farms depicted were
family run hill farms on the border
between what was then
Westmorland and Yorkshire. In the
1940’s most of the work was
carried out by family members with
the assistance of horses and a trusty
dog. In wartime there was a
shortage of men to work on the
farms and many farmers used Land
Army girls to aid their family
workers. One farmer’s daughter
revealed that before the war the
men did not like women doing their
work but when the war started
women came into their own. During
the war years the production on
farms was controlled by the
Government. More food crops had
to be grown. This led to the
problem that the farmers did not
have the manpower to harvest them.
The Government then provided
tractors which were loaned to the
farms in turn. As well as producing
food for sale the farm also had to
grow crops for winter feed for the
cattle, sheep, horses, chickens and
geese. The larger animals survived
the winter by feeding mainly on
hay. We saw several pictures of
grass being mown and turned by

Sheep clipping was depicted in
several pictures. This was one
activity where all the neighbours
would join together moving from
farm to farm until all the sheep in
the area had been clipped. The
shearers are shown sitting astride
specially made sheep stools. It was
the job of the younger members of
the family to catch and bring the
sheep to the clippers. The wool was
gathered together and sent to
18

Bradford. There were several other
pictures that testified to the
resilience of those engaged in
physically arduous work like
planting and harvesting potatoes
and stone picking. These images
outline just how manually
demanding farming was in those
days. Hilary’s final photograph
depicted a lady clipping the stubs
out of feathers and leaving the
down for pillow making.

refreshed meeting was then
entertained by Dale and Freda
Lodge. Dale used a variety of
stringed instruments to accompany
his singing of northern folk songs.
“The Leaving of Liverpool” was
one where he encouraged his
audience to join in with the chorus.
Other songs involved a trawler
disaster, and a song sung in
Medieval English. The most
enjoyable song involved a man who
stoked up a steam train causing it to
run away unmanned before it
crashed through the buffers and
came to rest in the local chip shop.
Freda accompanied some of the
songs by performing clog-dancing.

All admired Hilary Wilson’s
photographs which were of an
exceptional quality, their clarity and
artistic composition helping to
illustrate this Appleby farmer’s
practical knowledge gained through
personal experience.

The evening ended with Upper
Eden’s members looking forward to
their next anniversary.

Following Hilary’s enthralling
presentation, volunteers presented
the audience with cakes made to
Westmorland recipes accompanied
by rum butter and served with hot
“Vimto”, tea or coffee. The

Tricia Jagger
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19th February 2018

The Cross Keys and Its Quaker connections
Alan Clowes

A

The road to the front was built in
the 1730’s so that stagecoaches
could use it. At that time the owners
were John and Agnes Howgill who
thought that they could make better
living if the farm became an inn to
serve the passing traffic. By 1820 a
coach would leave Lancaster at
4:00 am on its way to Newcastle.
The horses had to be changed about
every 14 miles so its first stop was a
coaching inn in Sedbergh where the
passengers would take breakfast,
then off they went for the next stage
to Kirkby Stephen. The total
journey time between Lancaster and
Newcastle was about 17 hours; if
you wanted an inside seat it would
cost you £3/17/6d.

lan prefaced his talk to
members of the Upper Eden
History Society by proudly showing
a recent photograph of The Cross
Keys, “a fine old building” which
he and his wife Christine run as a
temperance inn. Originally built as
a farmhouse called High Haygarth,
its datestone over the main door
records 1732 but that is the year
when the building was extended on
both sides. “We have found written
records dated 1619 when Thomas
Bland lived and farmed here”, he
explained. The National Trust who
now own the property have dated
some oak panelling in an upstairs
room to 1550.

20

One cold miserable morning in
November, a coach left Sedbergh
with three passengers inside and the
driver and guard on top. The crew
were so cold that they thought that
they would make an unscheduled
stop at The Cross Keys to “seek
some inner warmth.” After their
drink they went back outside to find
that the coach had gone. Something
must have frightened the horses and
off they went! Having borrowed
horses from the landlord, the driver
and guard both rode on in pursuit.
Inside the coach was a young
couple who had fallen asleep and a
single gentleman who was aware of
what had happened. He did not
wake the couple but thought that he
would wait until the coach was on a
long straight, then he could jump
out and run forward to get the reins
and stop the coach. Unfortunately
he fell over as he jumped and the
coach continued without him.
Borrowing a horse from another
farm, he too joined the chase. The
pursuers caught up with the coach
outside The Kings Arms in Kirkby
Stephen where the young couple
were just getting out, wondering
where everyone was.

lived. Not recognising his accent,
the farmer asked where he was from
and received the answer “From The
Lord.” The farmer directed the man
to Sedbergh where there was a
hiring fair in progress. This man’s
name was George Fox. He stood
outside the church and began to
speak. The people gathered round
him to hear what he had to say.
When George Fox had finished
speaking a man in the crowd said,
“If you are such a clever man and
know about religion why are you
outside, and not in the church?” Fox
answered, “That is just a building;
this is the church: where the people
are”.
Directed to Briggflats where
Richard Robinson lived, Fox
knocked on his door to ask for
accommodation. Although Richard
did not know George Fox, he
offered him a room for the night –
but took the precaution of locking
him in! The following day, George
Fox met a group of people who
were talking to Gervais Benson
who was the leader of The
Westmorland Seekers. The Seekers
used a small church on the top of
Firbank Fell. George Fox said that
he would meet them there on the
following Sunday. After the
Seekers’ meeting, George Fox
stood atop a rock to speak to the
gathering crowd which by then
numbered over a thousand.

Alan turned members’ attention
from this remarkable anecdote to
reach back further, to the inn’s
Quaker connections. In 1652 a man
was walking down the Garsdale
road. He stopped and asked a local
farmer where one Richard Robinson
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down the bank which led to the
river. Trying to stop him falling in,
the landlord began to pick his way
down but he slipped and fell in,
banging his head on a rock and was
drowned. The drunk then found his
own way home and related what he
could remember to his father. The
landlady of the Cross Keys had four
children and was unable to run the
inn and farm on her own. She
decided to put it up for auction. The
family of the drunk man were big
landowners in the area and they
submitted a bid of about twice the
valuation which was accepted.

Gervais Benson, previously the
mayor of Kendal, the tax collector
for Westmorland, a Justice of the
Peace and a colonel in Cromwell’s
army, moved from Sedbergh to
High Haygarth in 1654 and had
become a Quaker. Renouncing all
his titles, this owner of The Cross
Keys became a farmer. His wife
Dorothy was forced by law to
attend the Puritan Church every
Sunday. In protest, she used to
interrupt the proceedings. She
would not desist so she was put
before the magistrate. She was
seven months pregnant at the time
but was fined and imprisoned until
she promised to behave. Because
High Haygarth was at that time in
Yorkshire, she was sent to York
prison. Dorothy had her baby which
was allowed home but she would
not promise to desist from
interrupting church services so she
was not released. Dorothy died in
prison. Gervais asked for her body
to be returned to him so that he
could bury her at home, in the
adjoining garden. In 1732 the
building was extended, covering
Dorothy’s grave.

Within six weeks Mr Hewitson, the
new owner, had surrendered the
inn’s licence, changed the deeds to
say that alcohol could no longer be
sold and resold The Cross Keys. It
was left to The National Trust in
1942. Alan has lived there for 21
years. During that time, much work
has had to be done; having taken
out a tenancy at reduced rate, they
have carried out necessary repairs.
Alan and Christine have certainly
created a building with “a
wonderful warm, welcoming
atmosphere” where basic
Westmorland treats like “crundle”
can be savoured in the home of an
entertaining raconteur.

After the coaching days, The Cross
Keys carried on as an inn. In 1902,
a young man got very drunk so the
landlord thought that he had better
walk home with him. On the way
the man stumbled and fell partway

Tricia Jagger
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19th March 2018

Gypsum in the Eden Valley
Graham Brooks

T

came to Cumbria buying up small
establishments; the largest of these,
the British Plasterboard Company,
was later to become British
Gypsum.

here has been mining and
quarrying of gypsum in the
Eden Valley for about 500 years.
Graham Brooks, a veterinary
practitioner interested in industrial
archaeology, began his presentation
to assembled members of the Upper
Eden History Society with this fact.
He added that one of the problems
he encountered whilst researching
this industry is that these operations
were on a small scale so they did
not produce much of an archive.
The main area for gypsum in
Britain is around Nottingham. Some
of these larger companies later

“What is gypsum?” Graham posed
this question before introducing
calcium sulphate which occurs in
two forms in Cumbria: CaSO4 is
anhydrite and does not contain any
water. Up until the 1920s this
material was ignored by the miners
because it had no value. What the
miners were after was the material
which did contain water: this is the
23

builders’ merchants. “Carlite” was
then developed: being lighter, this
made the job of plastering easier.

dihydrate CaSo4.2H2O. The gypsum
in the Eden Valley was formed
about 70 million years ago when
most of the area was desert with
occasional lakes forming. Salts
were left behind by the receding
water; they later became gypsum.
There were four main beds in the
Eden Valley and miners would
move from place to place looking
for the thickest seams. Sometimes it
was to be found on the surface:
Acorn Bank and Long Meg are two
such sites.

The first documented evidence of
gypsum use in the Eden Valley is at
Knott Hill and is dated 1695. This
outlines the manor of Cumwhinton
where it talks about gypsum
quarries. The first real industrial
extraction started in 1837 when
Joseph Robinson began
manufacturing plaster at Denton
Mill in Carlisle. He acquired the
gypsum from a number of places
around the Carlisle area. After
Joseph’s death his nephew John
Thomlinson took over. When the
Carlisle to Settle railway opened in
1875, John was one of the first to
build private sidings to the main
line, thereby saving about 40 horse
and cart trips per day into Carlisle.
At this time Kirkby Thore was
producing whitening or “donkey
stones” which were used to whiten
the edge of steps: 12,000 of these
stones were produced every week.
In 1890 all the small producers got
together to form a cartel with a
fixed price so that they did not
compete against each other. This
was possibly the start of British
Gypsum.

To aid understanding of the range
of products to be formed from
gypsum, Graham presented a clear
diagram illustrating how, over the
years, gypsum “has had a lot of
uses”. The uncalcined variety when
“massive”, is alabaster; when
crushed, becomes a drying agent
and when powdered, as mineral
white, is used in brewing and
clarifying. Calcined gypsum
becomes plaster or cements which
results in the familiar plaster of
Paris. To make this latter product,
the gypsum has to be heated up to
163°C. This is quite quick to set but
the more heat is applied, “the
slower the setting process
becomes”, Graham explained. At
first the powder was heated in large
stone pans for about four hours but
later, kettles were used, speeding
this process. After this, the powder
was bagged up to be sold to

The “main players” in the Kirkby
Thore area were the McGee
brothers who appeared in 1905. To
start with, they quarried the area but
put the gypsum straight on a train
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and sent it to Glasgow. Later they
built a manufacturing unit and in
1915 became the first company in
Britain to make plaster board. They
also made plaster under the
“Thistle” brand which is still
available today. In 1923 a new drift
mine was started at Acorn Bank
which was powered by a rope
haulage system run from the second
wheel at the water mill which was
700 yards away.

factory needed to be constructed at
Kirkby Thore. It was designed to
produce 60,000 tons of “Thistle”
and “Carlite” plaster. Then, plaster
board becoming more popular, a
plant to produce this was also built,
capable of making 1.5 million
square metres of product per year.
All the gypsum comes into the
factory via a covered conveyor belt.
Graham ended his well-constructed
talk by showing some images of
modern plaster board manufacture.
He also acknowledged the source of
many of the remarkable
photographs he shared with his
intrigued audience. He is indebted
to Mike Shields of the Cumberland
Industrial History Society here: his
250 fine photographs are
invaluable. Graham is to be
commended for putting industrial
history “back on the map” for us.

Eventually, the larger firms from
Nottingham came into the area and
started buying up Eden’s small
firms and modernised them. Long
Meg was also redeveloped and is
now probably the best preserved of
all the old workings; it came into its
own in the 1920s when chemists
discovered that if they took
anhydrite they could make
sulphuric acid. When the war came
in 1939 there was a sudden massive
demand for this in the manufacture
of explosives. In the mid-1950s it
was decided that a new large

Tricia Jagger
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16th April 2017

Commercial Development in Barnard Castle
Carol Dougherty

C

arol Dougherty explained that
she was going to deal with the
commercial development of
Barnard Castle between 1790 up to
the 1930s. Research for this was
carried out by her late father-in-law.
Carol was approached by Paul
Christal, an established author of
local history books to whom she
showed the many boxes of research
that her relative had accumulated.
By using this material, Paul

suggested that they could produce a
book together. This has now come
to fruition. It also formed the basis
of her talk to assembled members.
Beginning at the year 1792, Carol
listed some 51 traders who existed
in Barnard Castle, principally
featuring grocers, drapers, coopers
and saddlers. At this time the
population was under 3,000 which
is less than half of what it is today.
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A report dating from 1823 said that
Barnard Castle was “a very good
place to live in” with an “abundance
of markets and cheapness of
everything connected to household
expenses which renders it desirable
as a residence for families of
limited income.” The three carriers
operating in the town in 1792 had
increased to 31 by 1835: this
indicates how the town was
thriving. In the early 1800s, one of
the key buildings in the town was
the excise office which was run by
A&J Harrison who were
responsible for all the trading
documents, licences and tax affairs
for all the commercial activity.
After 1850, the building became
“The King’s Head” and is reputed
to be where Charles Dickens stayed
and began writing “Nicholas
Nickleby”.

The militia which was formed in
1789 had their base close to the
town. The presence of this force
provided the local paper, “The
Mercury”, with “plenty of copy”;
there were many reports about its
members being drunk and
disorderly with brawling and filthy
language. In 1811 Barnard Castle’s
population was seen to be rising,
reaching some twenty years later to
almost 4,500 due to employment
opportunities, then it levelled out
until World War 1.
In 1821 no fewer than 626 families
relied on the work that was
provided by the mills and factories
which existed down by the river.
The largest of these was Old
Florence Mill which started in the
mid-1700s. Importing flax from
Ireland, it produced a thread to be
used in fishing nets, saddles and
mattresses. In its hey-day it
employed about 450 people. The
mill closed in 1931 and was
demolished in 1976. Henry Witham
of Lavington was a great benefactor
to the town. In 1832, he founded the
Mechanics Institute to provide
education to the working classes so
they could “improve themselves
and obtain a desire to gain
knowledge.” After his death in
1844, a public subscription was
launched with such great success
that the Witham Hall Theatre could
be built in his memory.

The gas works were installed in
1835, providing street lighting
throughout Barnard Castle. One
writer to the Teesdale Mercury
bemoaned in 1879 that “the
authorities have thought it fit to
place that hideous gas works in the
very eye of the picture looking at
the castle from the river.” In 1856
the railway arrived. Although this
brought people into the town, it also
coincided with a cholera epidemic
which decimated some of the
population. From 1880, the number
of boarding houses increased to
cater for the tourists that the railway
27

into the Market Place. The Bank
and Bridgegate were the poorer part
of Barnard Castle: a place “at the
bottom of the ladder”. In 1850, it
had been described as a place
notorious for poor health where
typhus prevailed. One well-known
trader who stayed on The Bank was
Stephen Curtley who was a very
skilled wood turner and carver with
a high reputation. He died in 1881,
but his son carried the business on
until his death in 1918 at which
point over eighty years of trading
came to an end.

was bringing. The 1897 census
showed that the inhabitants of
Bernard Castle were no longer
mostly local, with people arriving
from all over the country, many of
them becoming successful business
people.
From this overview, Carol then
turned our attention to individual
businesses in Barnard Castle. The
Hayloft was originally occupied by
a carrier so a variety of goods
would have passed through its
doors. It has also been a butchers,
an iron monger, a saddle makers, a
milliners and a fashion retailers. An
interesting building on the north
side of Market Place was run by a
Miss Merrick who provided
“advanced tuition” for young ladies,
showing that the local tradesmen
were able to afford her fees. The
butter market in the middle of the
road has had many functions
including being a town hall, fire
station, market office and prison!
One of the oldest buildings in the
town still stands on Broadgate: it
was once owned by the keeper of
the wardrobe to Richard III. During
the reign of Elizabeth I, it became
“The Boar’s Head”.

Carol brought her interesting, very
well illustrated and comprehensive
survey of the commercial
development of Barnard Castle to
an end by surmising that businesses
which started early on seem to last
for about a hundred years but once
they are sold, the following
concerns are comparably short
lived. One example she cited was of
Clarks shoe shop which was
originally Hamilton’s shoes; this
had been used for leather work for
more than a century. She reminded
us that the modern town can now be
easily explored on foot around the
yards and lanes, many of which
date from the 13th century

Many new shopkeepers began their
businesses in the lower part of the
town, on The Bank where
properties were cheaper. As they
prospered they tended to move up

Tricia Jagger
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2018 Summer Visits Programme
Monday 21st May 2018

Carlisle Archive Centre Lady Gillford’s House,
Petteril Bank Road, CA1 3AJ
Anne Taylor

O

about 10 minutes by bus or car from
the centre of Carlisle.

nly six members signed up for
this year’s first summer outing
– to visit the Carlisle branch of the
Cumbria Archive Service. The
setting is wonderful; a beautiful
19th century house with a modern
extension, overlooking the River
Petteril and surrounded by lovely
mature trees. So quiet but only

We began with a tour of the old
house. Built in 1829, for attorney
John Fawcett, much of the original
house has been retained and its
pitch pine panelling and stained
glass makes it a lovely wedding
29

fragile tracing paper for example.
We were also shown the
photographic strongroom and the
paper strongroom, both kept at a
constant cool temperature, with
automatic, moveable shelving.

venue today. The house has a
chequered history however. From
1884 it belonged to the Littler
family, one of their tenants being
Lady Gillford, from 1907 to 1923.
The house was then sold to the
Parkers and during the Second
World War was used as a children’s
home and an air raid warden’s
station. It was acquired by
Cumberland County Council in
1951 and became a furniture
workshop for the blind. When this
closed in 2002 the house was
boarded up. About seven years
later, Cumbria County Council with
support from the Heritage Lottery
Fund, restored the house and added
a clever extension to make a
purpose-built archive centre. A long
glass corridor connects the old with
the new, filled with light and giving
lovely views over the garden.

Finally we returned to the large
room where members of the public
come to carry out research. The
archivist had put out many original
documents for us; the earliest being
the illuminated Lanercost Cartulary
manuscript 1252 to 1370. There
were 16th century documents with
their original wax seals or Queen
Elizabeth I’s signature, black and
white photographs of the munitions
factory workers at Gretna, and a
colourful album of biscuit box
designs for Carr’s biscuits.
Most of the material held at Carlisle
relates to the history of
Cumberland, so those of us
researching Westmorland will find
the Kendal Archive Centre more
useful. The same cataloguing
system, very helpful staff and the
same opening hours; however
Kendal Archive Centre is
undergoing refurbishment at the
moment, and will remain closed
until November 2018.

The archive centre is open to the
public from Wednesday to Friday
and accepts local and national
records on paper, parchment or as
photographic prints and negatives,
but not artefacts. When records
arrive at the centre they are
quarantined, cleaned and stabilized
– often mouldy, water-damaged or
pest infested so it is important not
to allow contamination into the rest
of the archive. We were shown the
conservation room and some of the
work carried out there; on 19th
century building plans of Kendal on

Anne Taylor
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Wednesday 13th June 2018

Barnard Castle town - Industry and Commerce
Anne Taylor

C

The Grade II listed mills and
factories have been beautifully
tidied up and are now apartments,
some with lovely views over the
river. Anne Taylor guided the group
up the hill by weaving in and out of
the yards (alleyways) and looking at
various points of interest. There is a
large grassed area known as the
Demesnes and the yards run
between this and the town’s main
streets. We stopped to look at a
former Methodist chapel where
John Wesley preached, at Blagraves
House with its 15th century origins,
and the site of a clockmaker’s shop
visited by Charles Dickens in 1838.

umbria Classic Coaches
brought their larger doubledecker into service for their regular
Wednesday trip to Barnard Castle
to accommodate extra passengers –
15 UEHS members booked for a
walking tour of the town.
The group met up after lunch, on
the footbridge over the River Tees,
in the heart of the former working
end of town. In the 17th and 18th
centuries this would have been a
busy, filthy, noisy and smelly area
with spinning mills, carpet
factories, weaving looms, crowded
tenements, workers and animals.
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Inside St Mary’s Church is a
wonderful font, carved in 1485
from Teesdale or Egglestone
‘Marble’. Letters A, E, M and T are
carved around the sides, alternating
with strange symbols. No-one
knows the origin or meaning of
either the letters or the symbols.
Outside we stopped at another
reminder of the squalor of the 19th
century town: a memorial cross to
the 143 people buried here in a
mass grave after a serious cholera
epidemic. The river and 5 wells
which provided drinking water for
the workers at this lower end of
town were contaminated not only
with raw sewage, rubbish pits and
slaughter-house waste, but
“deleterious gas and morbific
matter” from the graveyard. At the
time, 1849, people did not fully
understand how cholera was
transmitted, that it is a water-borne
disease and not caused by bad air or
‘miasma’. Several prominent

factory owners also died in this
epidemic, leading to a further
decline in the short-lived carpet
weaving industry.
This tour was necessarily just a
‘taster’ as we had to get back to the
bus, but the final section took us
through the ‘Hole in the Wall’
under another former Methodist
meeting room, past the Heckling
Shop where flax was prepared for
the linen thread industry and to
William Smith’s premises, still
going strong after its foundation in
1832. In the 19th century they made
kitchen ranges, cast iron boilers and
other machinery, now they make
large-scale vinyl lettering. Good to
see a business still operating after
186 years.
Anne Taylor
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Wednesday 13th July 2018

Lakeside & Haverthwaite Railway and Stott
Park Bobbin Mill

small, lively group of Society
members enjoyed a most
interesting visit via the Lakeside &
Haverthwaite Railway to Stott Park
Bobbin Mill on this overcast July
day.

A

long. The main revenue earner was
from freight, coal for the
Windermere steamers, iron ore for
the Blackbarrow Iron Works,
sulphur and saltpetre for the Low
Wood Gunpowder Works.

They embarked on the Furness
Railway from its attractive platform
at Haverthwaite station. This was
developed between 1850 and 1860
at the height of the Industrial
Revolution in order to transport
coal and iron ore to the heavy
industries of the North West. This
branch line to Lakeside was opened
in 1869 and was almost 8 miles

In 1872 the iron industry, along
with the railway company, started
to decline but the branch line was
ideally placed to carry holiday
makers. This reached its peak just
before The First Word War. The
advent of the motor car caused a
steady decline in its use. In 1965
the branch line was closed to
passenger traffic. By the time it was
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reopened in 1973 most of the
Lakeside Station had been
demolished and there is now very
little remaining of the original
Victorian station. Instead, a fine
modern construction greets both rail
and lakeside travellers.

Between 1861 and 1865 Lancashire
suffered “The Cotton Famine”. This
was originally caused by overproduction but it was made worse
by The American Civil War. The
mill was forced to close for a time
and workers lost their jobs; when
cotton supplies were restored, many
other mills did not reopen.

Following lunch, members were
driven to Stott Park Bobbin Mill.
This proved to be a remarkably
absorbing experience; the tutelage
of dedicated guides is to be
commended here. They expertly
demonstrated stages in fashioning
all manner of bobbins, from
commercial to personal use.

Harrison’s mill expanded in 1880
and it upgraded to a single cylinder
steam engine which proved to be
ideal as all the waste wood could be
burned in it. The steam engine
lasted around 60 years when the
change was made to electric motors,
although most of the machinery it
powered remained unchanged. At
its height the mill produced 250,000
bobbins per week.

In 1835 local farmer John Harrison
had been left a tract of land in a will
and his decision to build a bobbin
mill on the site proved to be a good
one: it survived until 1971. The
bobbins it fashioned were mainly
for the Lancashire mills where
cotton and woollen products were
the finished product. Two dams had
to be constructed to provide the
power to turn the 32 foot water
wheel which was later replaced by a
more efficient Gilkes turbine.

Stott Park mill was completely
renovated by English Heritage in
the 1980s. It still retains its
atmosphere and it is easy to imagine
its former working days.
Tricia Jagger
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Wednesday 15th August 2018

Farfield Mill and The Cross Keys

O

Joseph died in 1838 but his two
sons James and John carried on the
business which stayed in the family
for 100 years. In 1896, a Gilkes
turbine was installed to replace the
waterwheel: this greatly improved
production. Both spinning and
weaving was carried out at the mill.
Farfield wool was used by the
cottage industries of Dent and
Howgill well into the 20th century.

n a wet and windy day a group
of members first visited
Farfield Mill which stands in a
beautiful valley on the outskirts of
Sedbergh.
In 1836 Joseph Dover, a merchant
from Keswick, bought nine acres of
land that lay on a bend in the river
Clough. He then set about building
the mill and constructing a dam
along with a huge wooden
waterwheel. Production started in
the following year and lasted until
the early 1990s thus providing 156
years of textile manufacture.

Following its closure, the mill was
rescued by a group of devoted
locals keen to continue the
industrial heritage and traditional
skills it provided. The group set up
35

a charity, the “Sedbergh and
District Building Preservation
Trust” and together they bought,
restored and finally opened Farfield
as an Arts and Heritage Centre in
2001.

head of this report. There are two
films to be seen, the first showing
modern farming in the Howgills
and the second showing the
operation of a Sumet loom which
was bought from a Scottish mill in
2016.

There are four floors in this mill,
reception being on the third. On the
second floor of the complex is a
museum showing how the lives of
its workforce would have been
lived. Its centre piece was invented
during the Industrial Revolution: it
is a 300 year old Witney blanket
loom. This was donated by The
Earley Archive Trust. It is easy to
imagine rooms full of noisy modern
machinery powered by the two big
waterwheels.

Farfield will never be a woollen
mill again; however, this Heritage
Centre not only records Farfield’s
past story but also provides a home
for entrepreneurs proud of their
skills and techniques, giving the
mill a new purpose which has
continuity with the old.
Later in the afternoon, on their way
back to Kirkby Stephen, the group
stopped off at Cautley’s Cross Keys
Inn (which was a feature of one of
the current season’s evening talks,
see page 20) for a generous cream
tea and chat with affable host Alan
Clowes.

The third floor presents to public
view a fine display of items which
are now produced by the artists and
crafts people who now work in the
centre. On the top floor carding,
spinning and weaving is still carried
out by the people who now use the
centre, including on the loom at the

Tricia Jagger
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